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(57) ABSTRACT 

A video decoder is connected With a block distortion detec 
tor for specifying the boundary of blocks Where block 
boundary occurs, using decoded image data and information 
of motion vectors, Which are supplied from the video 
decoder; and a block distortion remover for subjecting pixels 
in the vicinity of the block boundary of the decoded image 
to ?ltering on the basis of the result of detection from the 
block distortion detector, thereby removing the block dis 
tortion. Therefore, block distortion is accurately detected 
When a compressed and coded image is decoded, and the 
detected block distortion is removed While minimizing the 
blurriness of the image. 
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BLOCK DISTORTION DETECTION 
METHOD, BLOCK DISTORTION 
DETECTION APPARATUS, BLOCK 

DISTORTION REMOVAL METHOD, AND 
BLOCK DISTORTION REMOVAL 

APPARATUS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a method and an appa 
ratus for detecting block distortion Which occurs When an 
image that is subjected to compressive coding in block units 
is decoded. Further, the invention relates to a method and an 
apparatus for removing the block distortion. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In recent years, MPEG (Moving Picture Expert Group), 
H.263, and the like have been Widely used as high 
performance compression coding schemes for images in the 
?elds of broadcasting, communication, and storage. In the 
MPEG or H.263 scheme, coding is carried out by removing 
redundancies in the spatial direction and in the temporal 
direction from an image. Hereinafter, the outline of the 
MPEG scheme Will be described. 

First of all, in order to remove a redundancy in the spatial 
direction, Which is included in image information, discrete 
cosine transform (hereinafter referred to as DCT) and quan 
tization are used. To be speci?c, an input image is divided 
into units called blocks each comprising 8x8 pixels and, 
thereafter, DCT is performed on each block to convert it into 
coef?cients (DCT coe?icients) in the frequency domain. 
Then, quantization is performed on the DCT coef?cients. 
The quantization is a process of dividing the DCT coeffi 
cients by using both of a quantization matrix having values 
corresponding to the respective frequencies in the DCT 
domain, and a quantization step. By the quantization, the 
frequency components having relatively small DCT coeffi 
cients become “0”. Since, in a general image signal, the 
energy concentrates on the loW frequency domain, high 
frequency components are removed by this process. 
HoWever, since visual characteristics of human beings have 
loWer ability of discrimination for higher frequencies, deg 
radation in image quality due to quantization is less con 
spicuous as the quantization step used for quantization is 
smaller. 
On the other hand, in order to remove a redundancy in the 

temporal direction, motion compensation is employed. In 
motion compensation, an area nearest to a reference image 
is selected using a macroblock comprising 16x16 pixels as 
a unit of motion compensation. Then, a difference in values 
betWeen the selected area and the reference image is coded. 
Since this difference value is approximately “0” When the 
motion is not very fast, the temporal redundancy can be 
removed. 

Generally, When the bit rate is high, i.e., When the 
compression ratio is small, degradation in image quality is 
hardly conspicuous in the MPEG scheme. HoWever, When 
the bit rate becomes loWer, i.e., When the compression ratio 
is increased, degradation in image quality, i.e., coding noise, 
begins to be conspicuous. There is block distortion as typical 
coding noise in the MPEG scheme. 

Block distortion is a phenomenon in Which the boundaries 
of each block sharply look like a tile. This is caused by that 
an image signal in a block has only loW frequency 
components, and the values of the loW frequency compo 
nents differ from those of adjacent blocks. 
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2 
Block distortion is different from conventional analog 

noise in that it is considerably conspicuous as degradation in 
image quality. There have been proposed several methods 
for removing block distortion. For example, Japanese Pub 
lished Patent Application No. Hei.ll-275584 discloses a 
method for removing block distortion. This literature dis 
closes a method of converting a motion vector of a target 
macroblock into a motion vector per frame, and changing 
the characteristics of a ?lter to be applied to an image after 
decoding, according to the size of the converted motion 
vector. 

In the conventional method described above, a frequency 
response of a loW-pass ?lter, i.e., a cutoff frequency, is 
determined according to the size of the motion vector. Then, 
the decoded image is subjected to ?ltering using the deter 
mined ?lter to remove block distortion. At this time, the 
frequency response of the ?lter should be determined so that 
the cutoff frequency is loWered as the motion vector 
becomes larger. HoWever, even When the motion vector is 
large, degradation in image quality occurs When an area 
having high-frequency components is subjected to ?ltering. 

Further, in the conventional method, the volume of pro 
cessing per block for detecting block distortion is constant 
independently of the resolution of the image signal. That is, 
Whether the resolution of the image signal is high or loW, the 
volume of processing is the same. Therefore, as the resolu 
tion of the image signal becomes higher, the total volume of 
processing increases. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is made to solve the above 
described problems and has for its object to provide a block 
distortion detection method, a block distortion detection 
apparatus, a block distortion removal method, and a block 
distortion removal apparatus, Which do not cause degrada 
tion in image quality due to false detection When removing 
block distortion. 

Further, it is another object of the present invention to 
provide a block distortion detection method, a block distor 
tion detection apparatus, a block distortion removal method, 
and a block distortion removal apparatus, Which can prevent 
the volume of processing from increasing in proportion to 
the number of pixels, and Which can suppress an increase in 
the volume of processing even When an image signal has 
high resolution. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention Will 
become apparent from the detailed description that folloWs. 
The detailed description and speci?c embodiments 
described are provided only for illustration since various 
additions and modi?cations Within the scope of the inven 
tion Will be apparent to those of skill in the art from the 
detailed description. 

According to a ?rst aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a block distortion removal method comprising: 
receiving a decoded image signal obtained by decoding code 
sequences Which are obtained by dividing an image signal 
into plural blocks each comprising plural pixels and then 
coding the image signal, and obtaining a ?rst difference in 
pixel values betWeen tWo pixels across the boundary of 
adjacent blocks, and a second difference in pixel values 
betWeen tWo pixels Which belong to a block in the vicinity 
of the block boundary; and correcting the pixel values of 
pixels in the vicinity of the block boundary, according to the 
values of the ?rst and second differences. Therefore, block 
distortion can be reduced, and degradation in image quality 
can be suppressed. 
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According to a second aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a block distortion detection method com 
prising: receiving a decoded image signal obtained by 
decoding code sequences Which are obtained by dividing an 
image signal into plural blocks each comprising plural pixels 
and then coding the image signal, and obtaining a ?rst 
di?ference in pixel values betWeen tWo pixels across the 
boundary of adjacent blocks, and a second di?ference in 
pixel values betWeen tWo pixels Which belong to a block in 
the vicinity of the block boundary; and deciding that a block 
distortion occurs at the block boundary When the absolute 
value of the ?rst difference is larger than a ?rst threshold 
value and the absolute value of the second di?ference is 
smaller than a second threshold value, and deciding that a 
stronger block distortion occurs at the block boundary as the 
?rst and second threshold values are smaller. Therefore, not 
only the presence or absence of block distortion but also the 
strength thereof can be detected, and appropriate correction 
of block distortion can be carried out using the result of 
detection. 

According to a third aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a block distortion detection method comprising: 
receiving a decoded image signal obtained by decoding code 
sequences Which are obtained by dividing an image signal 
into plural blocks each comprising plural pixels and then 
coding the image signal using motion compensation for a 
unit including at least one block, and obtaining a ?rst 
di?ference in pixel values betWeen tWo pixels across the 
boundary of blocks/motion-compensation-units Which is the 
boundary betWeen adjacent blocks as Well as the boundary 
betWeen adjacent motion compensation units, and a second 
di?ference in pixel values betWeen tWo pixels Which belong 
to a block in the vicinity of the boundary of blocks/motion 
compensation-units; and deciding that a block distortion 
occurs at the boundary When the absolute value of the ?rst 
di?ference is larger than a ?rst threshold value While the 
absolute value of the second di?ference is smaller than a 
second threshold value, and the amount of motion in motion 
compensation units across the boundary of blocks/motion 
compensation-units is larger than a third threshold value, 
and deciding that a strong block distortion occurs at the 
boundary When the ?rst and second threshold values are 
small, and the amount of motion in motion compensation 
units across the boundary of blocks/motion-compensation 
units is large. Therefore, the presence or absence of block 
distortion and the strength thereof can be ?nally detected 
according to the result of detection of block distortion based 
on the pixel values as Well as the result of detection of block 
distortion based on the motion vector, Whereby block 
distortion, Which cannot be detected by the conventional 
method using only the pixel values or the motion vector, can 
be detected. Conversely, false detection of block distortion 
according to only the pixel values or the motion vector can 
be avoided. Further, When removing block distortion using 
the result of detection, noise removal according to the 
strength of the block distortion can be carried out, Whereby 
the block distortion can be reliably removed Without per 
forming false detection While minimizing the blurriness of 
the image. 

According to a fourth aspect of the present invention, in 
the block distortion detection method according to the third 
aspect, the amount of motion is the maximum value among 
the amounts of motion in the motion compensation units 
Which are adjacent to each other. Therefore, the presence or 
absence of block distortion and the strength thereof can be 
?nally detected according to the result of detection of block 
distortion based on the pixel values as Well as the result of 
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4 
detection of block distortion based on the motion vector, 
Whereby block distortion, Which cannot be detected by the 
conventional method using only the pixel values or the 
motion vector, can be detected. Conversely, false detection 
of block distortion according to only the pixel values or the 
motion vector can be avoided. Further, When removing 
block distortion using the result of detection, noise removal 
according to the strength of the block distortion can be 
carried out, Whereby the block distortion can be reliably 
removed Without performing false detection While minimiZ 
ing the blurriness of image. 

According to a ?fth aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a block distortion detection method comprising: 
receiving a decoded image signal obtained by decoding code 
sequences Which are obtained by dividing an image signal 
into plural blocks each comprising plural pixels and then 
coding the image signal, and obtaining a ?rst di?ference in 
pixel values betWeen tWo pixels across the boundary of 
adjacent blocks, and a second di?ference in pixel values 
betWeen tWo pixels Which belong to a block in the vicinity 
of the block boundary; and performing detection of block 
distortion at the block boundary using the values of the ?rst 
and second di?ferences, by a detection method in Which the 
volume of processing decreases as the resolution of the 
decoded image signal becomes larger. Therefore, When 
detection of block distortion is carried out using only the 
pixel values, the volume of processing for the detection can 
be changed according to the resolution of the target image, 
Whereby detection of block distortion can be carried out 
Without increasing the volume of processing in spite of an 
increase in the image siZe. 

According to a sixth aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a block distortion detection method comprising: 
receiving a decoded image signal obtained by decoding code 
sequences Which are obtained by dividing an image signal 
into plural blocks each comprising plural pixels and then 
coding the image signal using motion compensation for a 
unit including at least one block, and obtaining a ?rst 
di?ference in pixel values betWeen tWo pixels across the 
boundary of blocks/motion-compensation-units Which is the 
boundary of adjacent blocks as Well as the boundary of 
adjacent motion compensation units, and a second di?ference 
in pixel values betWeen tWo pixels Which belong to a block 
in the vicinity of the boundary of blocks/motion 
compensation-units; and performing detection of block dis 
tortion at the boundary of blocks/motion-compensation 
units, using the values of the ?rst and second dilTerences and 
the amount of motion in motion compensation units across 
the boundary of blocks/motion-compensation-units, by a 
detection method in Which the volume of processing 
decreases as the resolution of the decoded image signal 
becomes larger. Therefore, the presence or absence of block 
distortion and the strength thereof can be ?nally detected 
according to the result of detection of block distortion based 
on the pixel values as Well as the result of detection of block 
distortion based on the motion vector, Whereby block 
distortion, Which cannot be detected by the conventional 
apparatus using only the pixel values or the motion vector, 
can be detected. Conversely, false detection of block distor 
tion according to only the pixel values or the motion vector 
can be avoided. Further, When removing block distortion 
using the result of detection, noise removal according to the 
strength of the block distortion can be carried out, Whereby 
the block distortion can be reliably removed Without per 
forming false detection While minimizing the blurriness of 
image. Furthermore, detection of block distortion can be 
carried out With less volume of processing as the resolution 
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of the input image is higher. The lower the resolution is, the 
smaller the volume of decoding processing becomes, and the 
larger the volume of processing for removing block distor 
tion removal becomes. On the other hand, the higher the 
resolution is, the larger the volume of decoding processing 
becomes, and the smaller the volume of processing for 
removing block distortion becomes. As the result, the total 
volume of processing for decoding and distortion removal 
can be reduced. 

According to a seventh aspect of the present invention, in 
the block distortion detection method according to the ?fth 
or sixth aspect, the reduction of the volume of processing is 
carried out by reducing the number of pixels to be used for 
detection of block distortion. Therefore, When performing 
detection of block distortion, the volume of processing for 
the detection can be changed by changing the number of 
pixels used for the detection according to the resolution of 
the target image, Whereby detection of block distortion can 
be carried out Without increasing the volume of processing 
in spite of an increase in the image siZe. 

According to an eighth aspect of the present invention, in 
the block distortion detection method according to the ?fth 
or sixth aspect, the reduction of the volume of processing is 
carried out by reducing the number of strength levels of 
block distortion to be detected. Therefore, When performing 
detection of block distortion, the volume of processing for 
the detection can be changed by changing the levels of 
strength of block distortion to be detected according to the 
resolution of the target image, Whereby detection of block 
distortion can be carried out Without increasing the volume 
of processing in spite of an increase in the image siZe. 

According to a ninth aspect of the present invention, in the 
block distortion detection method according to the sixth 
aspect, the reduction of the volume of processing is carried 
out by executing no detection of block distortion employing 
the amount of motion When the resolution is high. Therefore, 
When performing detection of block distortion, the volume 
of processing for the detection can be changed according to 
the resolution of the target image, Whereby detection of 
block distortion can be carried out Without increasing the 
volume of processing in spite of an increase in the image 
siZe. 

According to a tenth aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a block distortion removal method for removing 
the block distortion Which is detected by the block distortion 
detection method according to any of the second, third, ?fth, 
and sixth aspects, Wherein the pixel values of pixels in the 
vicinity of the block boundary are corrected according to the 
result of the detection of block distortion. Therefore, the 
accuracy of detection of block distortion is improved in 
relation to the conventional method, Whereby more appro 
priate removal of block distortion is achieved. 

According to an eleventh aspect of the present invention, 
in the block distortion removal method according to the 
tenth aspect, the correction of pixel values is carried out 
using a ?lter having different characteristics according to the 
strength levels of block distortion. Therefore, the accuracy 
of detection of block distortion is improved in relation to the 
conventional method, Whereby more appropriate removal of 
block distortion is achieved. 

According to a tWelfth aspect of the present invention, in 
the block distortion removal method according to the tenth 
aspect, after the pixels in the vicinity of the boundary are 
subjected to a predetermined ?ltering, the correction of pixel 
values is carried out by using pixel values Which are 
obtained by performing Weighted-averaging on the pixels of 
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6 
the decoded image and the ?ltered pixels, according to the 
strength of the block distortion. Therefore, removal of block 
distortion according to the strength of block distortion can 
be carried out using a single ?lter, Without the necessity for 
changing the combination of ?lters according to the strength 
of detected block distortion. Thereby, the scale of hardWare 
or the like can be reduced. Further, since the Weights of the 
input image and the ?ltered image are changed according to 
the strength of block distortion although only a single ?lter 
is employed, noise removal according to the strength of 
block distortion can be carried out, Whereby block distortion 
can be removed reliably Without performing false detection 
While minimiZing the blurriness of image. 

According to a thirteenth aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a block distortion detection apparatus 
comprising: an image decoder for receiving code sequences 
Which are obtained by dividing an image signal into plural 
blocks each comprising plural pixels and then coding the 
image signal using motion compensation for a unit including 
at least one block, decoding the code sequences to generate 
a decoded image signal, and extracting a motion vector 
Which is used for the motion compensation at the decoding; 
and a pixel value inspector for receiving the decoded image 
signal, obtaining a ?rst difference in pixel values betWeen 
tWo pixels across the boundary of adjacent blocks, and a 
second difference in pixel values betWeen tWo pixels Which 
belong to a block in the vicinity of the block boundary, 
deciding that block distortion occurs at the block boundary 
When the absolute value of the ?rst difference is larger than 
a ?rst threshold value and the absolute value of the second 
difference is smaller than a second threshold value, and 
deciding that a stronger block distortion occurs as the ?rst 
and second threshold values are smaller. Therefore, not only 
the presence or absence of block distortion but also the 
strength thereof can be detected, and appropriate correction 
of block distortion can be carried out using the result of 
detection. 

According to a fourteenth aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a block distortion detection apparatus 
comprising: an image detector for receiving code sequences 
Which are obtained by dividing an image signal into plural 
blocks each comprising plural pixels and then coding the 
image signal using motion compensation for a unit including 
at least one block, decoding the code sequences to generate 
a decoded image signal, and extracting a motion vector 
Which is used for the motion compensation at the decoding; 
a pixel value inspector for receiving the decoded image 
signal, obtaining a ?rst difference in pixel values betWeen 
tWo pixels across the boundary of blocks/motion 
compensation-units Which is the boundary betWeen adjacent 
blocks as Well as the boundary betWeen adjacent motion 
compensation units, and a second difference in pixel values 
betWeen tWo pixels Which belong to a block in the vicinity 
of the boundary of blocks/motion-compensation-units, and 
deciding that block distortion occurs at the boundary of 
blocks/motion compensation-units When the absolute value 
of the ?rst difference is larger than a ?rst threshold value and 
the absolute value of the second difference is smaller than a 
second threshold value; a motion vector inspector for receiv 
ing the motion vector, and deciding that block distortion 
occurs When the amount of motion in motion compensation 
units across the boundary of blocks/motion-compensation 
units is larger than a third threshold value; and a block 
distortion decision unit for ?nally deciding Whether block 
distortion occurs or not, on the basis of the results of 
detection of block distortion by the pixel value inspector and 
the motion vector inspector. Therefore, the presence or 
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absence of block distortion and the strength thereof can be 
?nally detected according to the result of detection of block 
distortion based on the pixel values as Well as the result of 
detection of block distortion based on the motion vector, 
Whereby block distortion, Which cannot be detected by the 
conventional apparatus using only the pixel values or the 
motion vector, can be detected. Conversely, false detection 
of block distortion according to only the pixel values or the 
motion vector can be avoided. Further, When removing 
block distortion using the result of detection, noise removal 
according to the strength of the block distortion can be 
carried out, Whereby the block distortion can be reliably 
removed Without performing false detection While minimiZ 
ing the blurriness of image. 

According to a ?fteenth aspect of the present invention, in 
the block distortion detection apparatus according to the 
fourteenth aspect, the pixel value inspector decides that a 
stronger block distortion occurs as the ?rst and second 
threshold values are smaller; and the motion vector inspector 
decides that a stronger block distortion occurs as the amount 
of motion is larger. Therefore, the presence or absence of 
block distortion and the strength thereof can be ?nally 
detected according to the result of detection of block dis 
tortion based on the pixel values as Well as the result of 
detection of block distortion based on the motion vector, 
Whereby block distortion, Which cannot be detected by the 
conventional apparatus using only the pixel values or the 
motion vector, can be detected. Conversely, false detection 
of block distortion according to only the pixel values or the 
motion vector can be avoided. Further, When removing 
block distortion using the result of detection, noise removal 
according to the strength of the block distortion can be 
carried out, Whereby the block distortion can be reliably 
removed Without performing false detection While minimiZ 
ing the blurriness of image. 

According to a sixteenth aspect of the present invention, 
in the block distortion detection apparatus according to the 
?fteenth aspect, the amount of motion is the maximum value 
among the respective amounts of motion in the motion 
compensation units Which are adjacent to each other. 
Therefore, the presence or absence of block distortion and 
the strength thereof can be ?nally detected according to the 
result of detection of block distortion based on the pixel 
values as Well as the result of detection of block distortion 
based on the motion vector, Whereby block distortion, Which 
cannot be detected by the conventional apparatus using only 
the pixel values or the motion vector, can be detected. 
Conversely, false detection of block distortion according to 
only the pixel values or the motion vector can be avoided. 
Further, When removing block distortion using the result of 
detection, noise removal according to the strength of the 
block distortion can be carried out, Whereby the block 
distortion can be reliably removed Without performing false 
detection While minimiZing the blurriness of image. 

According to a seventeenth aspect of the present 
invention, there is provided a block distortion detection 
apparatus comprising: an image decoder for receiving code 
sequences Which are obtained by dividing an image signal 
into plural blocks each comprising plural pixels and then 
coding the image signal using motion compensation for a 
unit including at least one block, decoding the code 
sequences to generate a decoded image signal, and extract 
ing a motion vector Which is used for the motion compen 
sation at the decoding, and the resolution of the decoded 
image signal; a resolution decision unit for deciding, among 
a plurality of predetermined ranges, a range Where the 
resolution of the decoded image signal belongs; a pixel 
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value inspector for receiving the decoded image signal, 
obtaining a ?rst difference in pixel values betWeen tWo 
pixels across the boundary of adjacent blocks, and a second 
difference in pixel values betWeen tWo pixels Which belong 
to a block in the vicinity of the block boundary, and deciding 
that block distortion occurs at the block boundary When the 
absolute value of the ?rst difference is larger than a ?rst 
threshold value and the absolute value of the second differ 
ence is smaller than a second threshold value; a motion 
vector inspector for receiving the motion vector, and decid 
ing that strong block distortion occurs at the block boundary 
When the amount of motion in motion compensation units 
across the block boundary is larger than a third threshold 
value; and a block distortion decision unit for ?nally decid 
ing Whether block distortion occurs or not, on the basis of the 
results of detection of block distortion by the pixel value 
inspector and the motion vector inspector; Wherein, as the 
resolution of the decoded image signal, Which is decided by 
the resolution decision unit, increases, the volume of pro 
cessing by at least one of the pixel value inspector and the 
motion vector inspector decreases. Therefore, When per 
forming detection of block distortion using the pixel values 
and the amount of motion compensation, the volume of 
processing for the detection can be changed according to the 
resolution of the target image, Whereby detection of block 
distortion can be carried out Without increasing the volume 
of processing in spite of an increase in the image siZe. 
According to an eighteenth aspect of the present 

invention, there is provided a block distortion detection 
apparatus comprising: an image detector for receiving code 
sequences Which are obtained by dividing an image signal 
into plural blocks each comprising plural pixels and then 
coding the image signal using motion compensation for a 
unit including at least one block, decoding the code 
sequences to generate a decoded image signal, and extract 
ing a motion vector Which is used for the motion compen 
sation at the decoding, and the resolution of the decoded 
image signal; a resolution decision unit for deciding, among 
a plurality of predetermined ranges, a range Where the 
resolution of the decoded image signal belongs; a pixel 
value inspector for receiving the decoded image signal, 
obtaining a ?rst difference in pixel values betWeen tWo 
pixels across the boundary of blocks/motion-compensation 
units Which is the boundary betWeen adjacent blocks as Well 
as the boundary betWeen adjacent motion compensation 
units, and a second difference in pixel values betWeen tWo 
pixels Which belong to a block in the vicinity of the 
boundary of blocks/motion-compensation-units, and decid 
ing that block distortion occurs at the boundary of blocks/ 
motion-compensation-units, When the absolute value of the 
?rst difference is larger than a ?rst threshold value and the 
absolute value of the second difference is smaller than a 
second threshold value; a motion vector inspector for receiv 
ing the motion vector, and deciding that block distortion 
occurs at the boundary, When the amount of motion in 
motion compensation units across the boundary of blocks/ 
motion-compensation-units is larger than a third threshold 
value; and a block distortion decision unit for ?nally decid 
ing Whether block distortion occurs or not, and the strength 
of the block distortion, on the basis of the results of detection 
of block distortion by the pixel value inspector and the 
motion vector inspector; Wherein, as the resolution of the 
decoded image signal, Which is decided by the resolution 
decision unit, increases, the volume of processing by at least 
one of the pixel value inspector and the motion vector 
inspector decreases. Therefore, the presence or absence of 
block distortion and the strength thereof can be ?nally 
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detected according to the result of detection of block dis 
tortion based on the pixel values as Well as the result of 
detection of block distortion based on the motion vector, 
Whereby block distortion, Which cannot be detected by the 
conventional apparatus using only the pixel values or the 
motion vector, can be detected. Conversely, false detection 
of block distortion according to only the pixel values or the 
motion vector can be avoided. 

According to a nineteenth aspect of the present invention, 
in the block distortion detection apparatus according to the 
seventeenth or eighteenth aspect, the reduction of the vol 
ume of processing is carried out by reducing the number of 
pixels to be used for detection of block distortion. Therefore, 
When performing detection of block distortion, the volume 
of processing for the detection can be changed by changing 
the number of pixels to be used for detection of block 
distortion according to the resolution of the target image, 
Whereby detection of block distortion can be carried out 
Without increasing the volume of processing in spite of an 
increase in the image siZe. 

According to a tWentieth aspect of the present invention, 
in the block distortion detection apparatus according to the 
seventeenth or eighteenth aspect, the reduction of the vol 
ume of processing is carried out by reducing the number of 
strength levels of block distortion to be detected. Therefore, 
When performing detection of block distortion, the volume 
of processing for the detection can be changed by changing 
the levels of strength of block distortion to be detected 
according to the resolution of the target image, Whereby 
detection of block distortion can be carried out Without 
increasing the volume of processing in spite of an increase 
in the image siZe. 

According to a tWenty-?rst aspect of the present 
invention, in the block distortion detection apparatus accord 
ing to the seventeenth or eighteenth aspect, the reduction of 
the volume of processing is carried out by executing no 
detection of block distortion using the motion vector When 
the resolution is high. Therefore, When performing detection 
of block distortion, the volume of processing for the detec 
tion can be changed according to the resolution of the target 
image, Whereby detection of block distortion can be carried 
out Without increasing the volume of processing in spite of 
an increase in the image siZe. 

According to a tWenty-second aspect of the present 
invention, there is provided a block distortion removal 
apparatus for removing block distortion detected by the 
block distortion detection apparatus according to any of the 
thirteenth, fourteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth aspects, 
comprising: a block distortion remover for receiving the 
decoded image signal and the result of block distortion 
detection, and correcting the pixel values of pixels of the 
decoded image signal in the vicinity of the boundary, 
according to the result of block distortion detection. 
Therefore, the accuracy of detection of block distortion is 
improved in relation to the conventional method, thereby 
more appropriate removal of block distortion is achieved. 

According to a tWenty-third aspect of the present 
invention, in the block distortion removal apparatus accord 
ing to the tWenty-second aspect, the correction of pixel 
values is carried out using a ?lter having different charac 
teristics according to the strength levels of the block distor 
tion. Therefore, the accuracy of detection of block distortion 
is improved in relation to the conventional method, thereby 
more appropriate removal of block distortion is achieved. 

According to a twenty-fourth aspect of the present 
invention, in the block distortion removal apparatus accord 
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10 
ing to the tWenty-second aspect, after the pixels in the 
vicinity of the boundary are subjected to a predetermined 
?ltering, the correction of pixel values is carried out using 
pixel values Which are obtained by performing Weighted 
averaging on the pixels of the decoded image and the ?ltered 
pixels, according to the strength of the block distortion. 
Therefore, removal of block distortion according to the 
strength of block distortion can be carried out using a single 
?lter, Without the necessity for changing the combination of 
?lters according to the strength of detected block distortion. 
Thereby, the scale of hardWare or the like can be reduced. 
Further, since the Weights of the input image and the ?ltered 
image are changed according to the strength of block 
distortion although only a single ?lter is used, noise removal 
according to the strength of block distortion can be carried 
out, Whereby block distortion can be removed reliably 
Without performing false detection While minimizing the 
blurriness of image. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram for explaining a ?rst embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram for explaining a block distortion 
detector according to the ?rst embodiment. 

FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b) are schematic diagram for explaining 
block distortion. 

FIG. 4 is a ?owchart for explaining the operation of a 
pixel value inspector according to the ?rst embodiment. 

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart for explaining the operation of a 
motion vector inspector according to the ?rst embodiment. 

FIGS. 6(a)i6(d) are schematic diagrams for explaining 
the operation for removing block distortion according to the 
?rst embodiment. 

FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating the characteristics of a 
loW-pass ?lter. 

FIGS. 8(a)?S(c) are diagrams illustrating the construc 
tions of a 3-tap loW-pass ?lter and a 5-tap loW-pass ?lter, as 
a constituent of the block distortion remover according to 
the ?rst embodiment. 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a block distortion 
remover according to a second embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIGS. 10(a)*10(c) are schematic diagrams for explaining 
the operation for removing block distortion according to the 
second embodiment. 

FIG. 11 is a block diagram for explaining a third embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating a block distortion 
detector according to the third embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Hereinafter, the preferred embodiments of the present 
invention Will be described With reference to the draWings. 
In the embodiments of the invention, it is premised that a 
compressed video code sequence is generated by MPEG-2. 
[Embodiment 1] 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an MPEG-2 decoder 
having a block distortion detection apparatus and a block 
distortion removal apparatus Which employ a block distor 
tion detection method and a block distortion removal 
method according to a ?rst embodiment of the invention, 
respectively. In FIG. 1, 102 denotes a variable-length 
decoder for decoding an MPEG-2 video code sequence 
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Which is a variable-length code; 103 denotes an inverse 
quantiZer for subjecting the decoded variable-length code to 
inverse quantization; 104 denotes an inverse DCT unit for 
subjecting the output of the inverse quantiZer 103 to inverse 
DCT; 106 denotes a motion compensator for subjecting the 
output of the variable-length decoder 102 to motion com 
pensation; 105 denotes an adder for adding the output of the 
inverse DCT unit 104 and the output of the motion com 
pensator 106; 107 denotes an image memory for temporarily 
holding decoded image data; and 101 denotes an MPEG-2 
video decoder comprising the above-mentioned variable 
length decoder 102, inverse quantiZer 103, inverse DCT unit 
104, adder 105, motion compensator 106, and image 
memory 107. 

Further, 109 denotes a block distortion detector for detect 
ing Whether block distortion occurs or not, using the outputs 
of the image memory 107 and the variable-length decoder 
102 in the MPEG-2 video decoder, and 108 denotes a block 
distortion remover for removing block distortion, using the 
output of the block distortion detector 109. The block 
distortion detector 109 corresponds to the block distortion 
detection apparatus for detecting block distortion on the 
basis of the block distortion detection method according to 
the present invention, and the block distortion remover 108 
corresponds to the block distortion removal apparatus for 
removing block distortion on the basis of the block distor 
tion removal method according to the present invention. 

Next, the operation of the MPEG-2 video decoder 101 
Will be described With respect to the case Where inter-frame 
coded data are decoded. 

Initially, an MPEG-2 video code sequence is inputted to 
the variable-length decoder 102. The variable-length 
decoder 102 decodes the variable-length code of the inputted 
code sequence, and extracts parameters such as quantiZed 
DCT coefficients, a motion vector used for coding, a quan 
tiZation scale, and the like. The quantiZed DCT coefficients 
obtained in the variable-length decoder 102 are inputted to 
the inverse quantiZer 103 in the order of macroblocks. The 
inverse quantiZer 103 performs inverse quantiZation on the 
quantiZed DCT coefficients, for each of blocks included in 
each macroblock, using the quantiZation scale and the quan 
tiZation matrix obtained in the variable-length decoder 102, 
thereby generating a DCT coef?cient block. Then, the DCT 
coef?cient block is inputted to the inverse DCT unit 104. 
The inverse DCT unit 104 performs inverse DCT on the 
DCT coefficient block to obtain a pixel block. The pixel 
block obtained in the inverse DCT unit 104 is inputted to the 
adder 105. 
On the other hand, the motion compensator 106 receives 

the motion vector outputted from the variable-length 
decoder 102. In the MPEG-2 scheme, motion compensation 
is performed in units of macroblocks. The motion compen 
sator 106 also receives a reference image Which is obtained 
by using the motion vector, from the image memory 107. It 
is assumed that image data of already-decoded frames are 
stored in the image memory 107. The reference image is 
outputted to the adder 105. Therefore, the adder 105 receives 
the pixel block from the inverse DCT unit 104, and the 
reference image from the motion compensator 106. The 
adder 105 adds the pixel block and the reference image, and 
stores the result of addition as image data in the image 
memory 107. The above-mentioned operation is identical to 
the operation of a general MPEG-2 video decoder. 

Next, a description Will be given of the operation of the 
block distortion detector 109 according to the ?rst embodi 
ment. FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the internal 
structure of the block distortion detector 109. As shoWn in 
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FIG. 2, the block distortion detector 109 comprises a pixel 
value inspector 201 for inspecting Whether block distortion 
occurs or not, on the basis of pixel values; a motion vector 
inspector 202 for inspecting Whether block distortion occurs 
or not, on the basis of the siZe of a motion vector; and a block 
distortion decision unit 203 for deciding Whether block 
distortion occurs or not, on the basis of the outputs from 
these tWo inspectors. The block distortion detector 109 
receives the decoded image data from the image memory 
107, and the motion vector from the variable-length decoder 
102. 
The pixel value inspector 201 receives the image data 

from the image memory 107. Using the pixel values of 
pixels in the vicinity of the boundary of adjacent blocks, the 
pixel value inspector 201 inspects Whether block distortion 
occurs at the block boundary or not. When block distortion 
occurs, the pixel value inspector 201 determines the strength 
of the block distortion. A method for detecting block dis 
tortion using pixel values is disclosed in, for example, 
Japanese Published Patent No. 2643636. In this method, it is 
decided that there occurs block distortion, When the absolute 
value of a difference betWeen tWo pixels Which are adjacent 
to each other across the boundary of tWo blocks is larger than 
the absolute value of a difference betWeen tWo pixels Which 
are closest to the block boundary and included in each of the 
tWo blocks adjacent to each other. While only the presence 
or absence of block distortion is detected in this conven 
tional method, not only the presence or absence of block 
distortion but also the strength thereof are detected in this 
?rst embodiment. 
The operation of the pixel value inspector 201 Will be 

described With reference to FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b). In FIGS. 
3(a) and 3(b), the abscissa shoWs pixel positions, and the 
ordinate shoWs pixel values. A dotted line betWeen pixels d 
and e shoWs the boundary of tWo blocks (block boundary). 

With reference to FIG. 3(a), it is assumed that block 
distortion occurs betWeen pixels d and e When the folloWing 
tWo conditions are satis?ed. 

Condition 1: The absolute value of a difference in pixel 
values betWeen pixel d and pixel e should be larger than a 
?rst predetermined value (threshold value) THl. 

Condition 2: The absolute values of differences in pixel 
values betWeen pixel b and pixel c, pixel c and pixel d, pixel 
e and pixel f, pixel f and pixel g should be smaller than a 
second predetermined value (threshold value) TH2. 
The threshold value THl is the loWer limit of the absolute 

value of a difference betWeen tWo pixels Which are adjacent 
to each other across a block boundary, and the threshold 
value TH2 is the upper limit of the absolute value of a 
difference betWeen tWo pixels Which are adjacent to each 
other in the same block. Therefore, it can be decided With 
reliability that block distortion occurs, When these threshold 
values THl and TH2 satis?es the relationship of THl >TH2. 
HoWever, there is a case Where the presence or absence of 
block distortion can be reliably decided by only the above 
mentioned conditions 1 and 2, depending on the values of 
pixels b, c, d, e, f, and g, even When the relationship of 
THl>TH2 does not hold. It is assumed that FIG. 3(a) 
satis?es the conditions 1 and 2. 

Further, although FIG. 3(b) does not satisfy the conditions 
1 and 2, it is assumed that FIG. 3(b) satis?es the conditions 
1 and 2 When the threshold values THl and TH2 are changed 
to ?rst and second threshold values THl' and TH2‘ Which are 
larger than the THl and TH2, respectively. In this case, it is 
decided that block distortion occurs betWeen pixel d' and 
pixel e' shoWn in FIG. 3(b). 

Further, in this case, it is decided that Weak block distor 
tion occurs in FIG. 3(b) While strong block distortion occurs 
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in FIG. 3(a). The reason is as follows. Since the di?ference 
in pixel values between adjacent pixels within the same 
block is large in the case of FIG. 3(b), block distortion is 
inconspicuous even if it occurs. When such weak block 
distortion occurs, the absolute value of the difference in 
pixel values between adjacent pixels within the block 
becomes large, and the threshold values THl and TH2 must 
be changed to larger values THl' and TH2‘ to detect the 
weak block distortion. 

It is desirable that these threshold values THl' and TH2‘ 
also satisfy the relationship of THl>TH2'. 

The pixel value inspector 201 outputs the result of detec 
tion to the block distortion decision unit 203. 

FIG. 4 is a ?owchart illustrating the operation of the pixel 
value inspector 201 described above. In step S101, the pixel 
value inspector 201 receives, from the image memory 107, 
image data to be subjected to decision as to whether block 
distortion occurs or not. In step S102, the pixel value 
inspector 201 detects the block boundary. This block bound 
ary can be easily detected by counting the pixels eight by 
eight. Next, in step S103, it is checked whether the above 
mentioned condition 1 is satis?ed or not, i.e., whether the 
absolute value of a di?ference in pixel values between pixel 
d and pixel e is larger than the threshold value THl or not. 
When the absolute value is larger than the value THl, it is 
checked in step S104 whether the condition 2 is satis?ed or 
not, i.e., whether the absolute values of dilferences in pixel 
values between pixel b and pixel c, pixel c and pixel d, pixel 
e and pixel f, pixel f and pixel g are smaller than the 
threshold value TH2 or not. When these absolute values are 
smaller than the value TH2, the pixel value inspector 201 
noti?es the block distortion decision unit 203 that strong 
block distortion occurs, in step S105. When the result of 
decision is negative in step S103 or S104, it is checked in 
step S106 whether the absolute value of the di?ference 
between pixel d and pixel e is larger than the threshold value 
THl' which is larger than the threshold value THl . When the 
absolute value is larger than the THl', it is checked in step 
S107 whether the absolute values of dilferences in pixel 
values between pixel b and pixel c, pixel c and pixel d, pixel 
e and pixel f, pixel f and pixel g are smaller than the 
threshold value TH2‘ which is larger than the threshold value 
TH2. When these absolute values are smaller than the TH2‘, 
the pixel value inspector 201 noti?es the block distortion 
decision unit 203 that weak block distortion occurs, in step 
S108. When the result of decision in step S106 or S107 is 
negative, the pixel value inspector 201 noti?es the block 
distortion decision unit 203 that no block distortion occurs, 
in step S109. 

The motion vector inspector 202 receives the motion 
vector from the variable-length decoder 102. The motion 
vector inspector 202 detects the presence or absence of 
block distortion and its strength, on the basis of the siZe of 
the motion vector. To be speci?c, assuming that third pre 
determined values (threshold values) are TH3 and TH4 
(TH3>TH4), when the siZe of the motion vector is larger 
than the threshold value TH3, it is decided that strong block 
distortion occurs. When the siZe of the motion vector is 
larger than the threshold value TH4 and smaller than the 
threshold value TH3, it is decided that weak block distortion 
occurs. When the siZe of the motion vector is smaller than 
the threshold value TH4, it is decided that no block distor 
tion occurs. With respect to the motion vector used for the 
above-mentioned decision, when detecting block distortion 
at the boundary of two macroblocks, the decision should be 
made according to whether the maximum value of one of 
motion vectors of the two macroblocks which are adjacent 
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to each other across the macroblock boundary satis?es the 
above-mentioned condition or not. The motion vector 
inspector 202 outputs the result of decision to the block 
distortion decision unit 203. 

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart illustrating the operation of the 
motion vector inspector 202 described above. In step S201, 
the motion vector inspector 202 receives the motion vector 
from the variable-length decoder 102. Next, in step S202, it 
is checked whether the motion vector is larger than the 
threshold value TH3 or not. When the motion vector is larger 
than the TH3, the motion vector inspector 202 noti?es the 
block distortion decision unit 203 that strong block distor 
tion occurs. On the other hand, when the result of decision 
in step S202 is negative, it is checked in step S204 whether 
or not the motion vector is larger than the threshold value 
TH4 and smaller than the threshold value TH3. When the 
motion vector satis?es this condition, the motion vector 
inspector 202 noti?es the block distortion decision unit 203 
that weak block distortion occurs. When the result of deci 
sion in step S204 is negative, the motion vector inspector 
202 noti?es the block distortion decision unit 203 that no 
block distortion occurs. 
The block distortion decision unit 203 receives, as inputs, 

the result of detection of block distortion based on the pixel 
values, from the pixel value inspector 201, and the result of 
detection of block distortion based on the siZe of the motion 
vector, from the motion vector inspector 202. The block 
distortion decision unit 203 decides whether block distortion 
occurs or not and the strength thereof on the basis of these 
results of detection. An example of a decision method is 
shown in Table 1. In Table 1, when the result of detection by 
the pixel value inspector 201 is “weak block distortion” 
while the result of detection by the motion vector inspector 
202 is “strong block distortion”, it is decided that “strong 
block distortion” occurs. The block distortion decision unit 
203 executes table search on Table l to perform ?nal 
decision about block distortion. 

In Table l, the decision by the pixel value inspector 201 
takes priority over the decision by the motion vector inspec 
tor 202. The reason is as follows. Since the motion vector is 
generated outside the block distortion decision unit 203 (i.e., 
in the stage of coding), a motion vector that is not suited for 
decision of block distortion might be transmitted, depending 
on the coding scheme. Therefore, in order to increase the 
reliability of decision, prime importance is placed on the 
decision by the pixel value inspector 201, which is carried 
out inside the block distortion decision unit 203. By increas 
ing the reliability of decision as mentioned above, appro 
priate image correction can be carried out when removing 
block distortion, thereby suppressing degradation in image 
quality which is caused by inappropriate correction. 

TABLE 1 

decision by motion vector 
decision by pixel inspector 202 

value inspector 201 none weak strong 

none none none none 

Week Week Week strong 
strong weak strong strong 

The decision by the block distortion decision unit 203 is 
outputted to the block distortion remover 108. The block 
distortion remover 108 receives, as inputs, the image data 
from the image memory 107 and the result of detection of 
block distortion from the block distortion detector 109. The 
block distortion remover 108 subjects the pixels supplied 
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from the image memory 107 to a loW-pass ?lter to remove 
block distortion, on the basis of the result of detection by the 
block distortion detector 109. An example of this operation 
Will be described hereinafter With reference to FIGS. 6(a)i 
6(d). 

FIG. 6(a) is a schematic diagram illustrating the same 
pixels as those shoWn in FIG. 3(a). It is noW assumed that 
the block distortion detector 109 detects that strong block 
distortion occurs at the block boundary shoWn in FIG. 6(a). 
In this case, tWo pixels in the vicinity of the block boundary 
are subjected to ?ltering. That is, in FIG. 6(a), pixels c, d, e, 
and f are subjected to ?ltering. The ?lter strength may be 
selected such that it acts strongly on pixels d and e While it 
acts Weakly on pixels c and f. When a loW-pass ?lter is 
employed, as shoWn in FIG. 7, the higher the ?lter strength 
is, the loWer the cutolf frequency is, and the larger the 
attenuation is. This can be realiZed by increasing the number 
of taps. In FIG. 7, pro?le A shoWs a ?lter having a high 
strength, Which is to be applied to pixels in Which strong 
block noise occurs. For example, a 5-tap ?lter is employed 
as this ?lter. Further, pro?le B shoWs a ?lter having a loW 
strength, Which is to be applied to pixels in Which Weak 
block noise occurs. For example, a 3-tap ?lter is employed 
as this ?lter. 

FIGS. 8(a)i8(c) are block diagrams illustrating examples 
of loW-pass ?lters to be included in the block distortion 
remover 108. To be speci?c, FIG. 8(a) shoWs a 3-tap ?lter, 
FIG. 8(b) shoWs a 5-tap ?lter, and FIG. 8(c) shoWs a ?lter 
Which can change the number of taps by using sWitches. 

In FIGS. 8(a)i8(c), 1081, 1082, 1083, and 1084 denote 
delay units for delaying input signals by a predetermined 
period of time; 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, and 1089 denote 
multipliers for multiplying the respective input signals by 
predetermined ?lter coef?cients otl, (x2, otl, (X3, (x4, and (x5, 
respectively; 1101 denotes an adder for adding the outputs 
from the multipliers 1085, 1086, and 1087; 1102 denotes an 
adder for adding the outputs from the multipliers 1085, 
1086, 1087, 1088, and 1089; and 1090, 1091, and 1092 
denote sWitches. 
When the block distortion detector 109 detects that strong 

block distortion occurs, the sWitches 1090 and 1091 are 
turned on to make the circuit shoWn in FIG. 8(c) perform as 
a 5-tap loW-pass ?lter. When the block distortion detector 
109 detects that Weak block distortion occurs, the sWitches 
1090 and 1091 are turned oif to make the circuit shoWn in 
FIG. 8(c) perform as a 3-tap loW-pass ?lter. Further, the 
sWitch 1092 is turned on With respect to pixels other than 
those in the vicinity of the block boundary or pixels in the 
case Where no block distortion is detected, and bypasses the 
circuit of FIG. 8(c) so that the image data from the image 
memory 107 are not subjected to the loW-pass ?lter. 

FIG. 6(a) shoWs the case Where the pixel d is subjected to 
the 5-tap loW-pass ?lter While the pixel c is subjected to the 
3-tap loW-pass ?lter. As the result of the ?ltering, pixel 
values as shoWn in FIG. 6(b) are obtained. 

FIG. 6(c) is a schematic diagram illustrating the same 
pixels as those shoWn in FIG. 3(b). It is noW assumed that 
the block distortion detector 109 decides that Weak block 
distortion occurs at the block boundary shoWn in FIG. 6(c). 
In this case, one pixel in the vicinity of the block boundary 
is subjected to ?ltering. That is, in FIG. 6(c), pixels d' and 
e' are subjected to ?ltering. FIG. 6(c) shoWs the case Where 
the pixel d' is subjected to the 3-tap loW-pass ?lter. As the 
result of the ?ltering, pixel values shoWn in FIG. 6(d) are 
obtained. The image data processed by the block distortion 
remover 108 are outputted as an output image. 
As described above, in the block distortion detection 
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16 
ing to the ?rst embodiment, initially, a difference in pixel 
values betWeen pixels across the boundary of tWo blocks and 
a difference in pixel values betWeen pixels in each of the tWo 
blocks are compared With predetermined threshold values, 
respectively, and the presence or absence of block distortion 
and the strength thereof are detected from the result of the 
comparison. Next, the presence or absence of block distor 
tion and the strength thereof are detected on the basis of the 
siZe of the motion vector. Thereafter, the presence or absence 
of block distortion and the strength thereof are ?nally 
decided on the basis of the result of the block distortion 
detection based on the pixel values in combination With the 
result of the block distortion detection based on the siZe of 
the motion vector. 

Further, in the block distortion removal method and the 
block distortion removal apparatus according to the ?rst 
embodiment, after block distortion and its strength are 
detected, the image data are subjected to ?ltering according 
to the strength of the block distortion to remove the block 
distortion. 

In the block distortion detection method and the block 
distortion detection apparatus according to the ?rst 
embodiment, the presence or absence of block distortion and 
the strength thereof are ?nally decided on the basis of the 
result of the block distortion detection based on the pixel 
values in combination With the result of the block distortion 
detection based on the siZe of the motion vector. Therefore, 
it is possible to detect block distortion Which cannot be 
detected by the conventional method or apparatus using only 
the pixel values or the motion vector. Conversely, false 
detection of block distortion according to the result of 
detection by only the pixel values or the motion vector is 
avoided. Further, since noise removal according to the 
strength of block distortion can be carried out by using the 
block distortion removal method and the block distortion 
removal apparatus according to the ?rst embodiment, block 
distortion can be removed reliably Without performing false 
detection While minimiZing the blurriness of the image. 

While in this ?rst embodiment MPEG-2 is employed as a 
coding scheme, any coding scheme, such as MPEG-l, 
MPEG-4, H.261, H.263 or the like, may be employed as 
long as it employs motion compensation. HoWever, the siZe 
of block and the siZe of motion compensation unit vary 
among the coding methods. 

While in this ?rst embodiment the pixel value inspector 
201 or the motion vector inspector 202 detects the strength 
of block distortion in tWo levels, i.e., “Weak” and “strong”, 
the strength of block distortion may be classi?ed into a 
predetermined number of levels equal to or larger than 3 
levels. 

While in this ?rst embodiment the pixel value inspector 
201 detects the presence or absence of block noise and the 
strength thereof by using pixels b~g, the inspector 201 may 
use more pixels for the detection, or it may use less pixels 
for the detection. 

In this ?rst embodiment, the motion vector inspector 202 
decides that block distortion occurs, When one of the motion 
vectors of adjacent tWo macroblocks is larger than the 
predetermined threshold value. HoWever, the inspector 202 
may decides that block distortion occurs, When both of these 
motion vectors are larger than the predetermined threshold 
value. 

While in this ?rst embodiment the block distortion deci 
sion unit 203 makes ?nal decision as to Whether block 
distortion occurs or not by using Table l, the ?nal decision 
about block distortion is not necessarily based on the com 
binations on Table l. 










